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The IRS’s efforts to find untaxed funds hidden in
offshore accounts have proved wildly successful,
and its hardball tactics are well known. The IRS has
prosecuted big foreign banks for helping Americans
stash money overseas and obtained large settlements in these cases.1 The IRS has also prosecuted
high-profile individual taxpayers for hiding their
money in offshore accounts.2 Finally, the IRS strongarmed both foreign governments3 and foreign
banks4 to make them turn over more data about
U.S. taxpayers holding accounts overseas.
But perhaps the greatest coup in the IRS’s strategy has been to simultaneously extend a carrot to
scared taxpayers. The message is clear: If you hide
funds offshore, we will find you. But if you come
forward and pay penalties and back taxes in the
offshore voluntary disclosure program or through
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the streamlined initiative, we’ll work with you. And
many taxpayers have taken the bait. Offshore account collections are now more than $10 billion and
are still rolling in.5
However, offshore collections will slow down
over the next decade because many U.S. taxpayers
who hid funds overseas have already come forward, and a hungry IRS will be looking for new
sources of untapped revenue. Recent events indicate that the IRS may be hoping to find the ‘‘next big
thing’’ in the world of digital currencies.
The IRS is leading a charge to enforce a John Doe
summons against Coinbase Inc., which is an online
platform and digital currency ‘‘wallet’’ that allows
its users to exchange and transact with digital
currencies such as bitcoin.6 If it succeeds, the IRS
may have a treasure trove of data cataloging who
was buying and selling bitcoin and other digital
currencies. Some of these transactions, possibly
most of them, have never been reported to the IRS.
This article examines the Coinbase summons
fight in the broader context of the IRS’s efforts to
find tax cheats. Is the IRS’s offshore account enforcement approach the model for enforcement
regarding digital currencies? It might be. It’s likely
the IRS is considering issuing summonses to other
digital currency trading platforms for their user
data.
The IRS (or other U.S. government agency) might
also be considering whether to bring charges
against digital currency trading platforms such as
Coinbase or other way stations that facilitate these
trades. It is unclear what those charges would be,
but a decade ago few saw prosecutions of UBS and
other well-heeled banks coming.7 Indeed, the initial
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The John Doe Summons
The IRS’s summons to Coinbase seeks records on
the site’s users whose identities the IRS does not yet
know. The IRS has the power to examine any data
that may be relevant to determining the correct tax
owed by any taxpayer. Its goal here is to use this
broad power to obtain heaps of data on digital
currency transactions. What’s more, the IRS hopes
to gather leads on who it should target for audits.
This is a classic John Doe summons, of the type that
the IRS used to masterful effect in its offshore
account enforcement efforts.9
Section 7609(f) authorizes such summonses, but
the burden is slightly higher than that of a typical
summons targeted at one individual.10 For a John
Doe summons to be allowed:
• it must relate to the investigation of a particular person or ascertainable group or class of
persons;11
• there must be a reasonable basis for believing
that that person or group or class of persons
may fail or may have failed to comply with any
provision of the tax law;12 and
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• the information sought to be obtained from the
examination of the records or testimony (and
the identity of the person or persons regarding
whose liability the summons is issued) must
not be readily available from other sources.13
The IRS summons to Coinbase appears to meet
these criteria, at least at first glance.
The United States District Court for the Northern
District of California entered an order authorizing
the IRS to serve the summons on Coinbase. The
goal of the IRS summons is to obtain information
about U.S. taxpayers who conducted transactions in
a convertible virtual currency from 2013 to 2015
through Coinbase’s trading platform.14
On March 16, 2017, the United States filed a
separate petition against Coinbase to enforce a new
summons.15 The new summons seeks similar information on customer transactions, but has a more
extensive declaration regarding the purpose of the
summons.16 The declaration noted that from 2013 to
2015, less than 1,000 tax returns out of the more than
120 million electronically filed individual returns in
each year appear to have reported bitcoin transactions on Form 8949.17 The government suggests that
this indicates widespread noncompliance in this
area, and that the summons is necessary to root it
out.
Coinbase and its customers will probably face a
steep uphill battle in blocking the IRS’s summons
enforcement efforts. Because of the wide latitude
courts typically grant to the IRS to request information that could be relevant to tax investigations, the
IRS wins most of its summons enforcement cases.18
Given this backdrop, the best outcome for Coinbase and its customers may be to have the summons limited or modified in some way. That could
be because of actions of the court, or it could come
about by actions of the parties themselves in a
settlement on the issues. What is clear, however, is
that a broad-based enforcement of the IRS summons could put many digital currency users in
trouble with the IRS.
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chatter was that UBS might face legal troubles at
home for breaking Swiss banking secrecy laws, if it
complied with the IRS’s summons.8 So the tides can
change quickly.
As for the IRS’s summons to Coinbase, the more
data the IRS accumulates, the more it might be able
to piece together transactions that many digital
currency users assumed were anonymous. For individuals and businesses that have dealt in digital
currencies, this is an understandable worry. This
article addresses potential common reporting issues
and what taxpayers and advisers can do to prepare
in case this is the IRS’s next large-scale enforcement
undertaking.
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If the IRS Gets the Data — What Next?
Even if the IRS gets its hands on the user data
soon, audits may not begin immediately. The information will surely be difficult for the government to
sort through. Simply selling or buying bitcoins does
not necessarily mean someone owes additional tax,
even if large quantities of bitcoins have changed
hands.27 There are still many dots to connect, and it
may take the government time to do so.
For those who have not properly reported all
their digital currency transactions to the IRS, now is
a good time to consider cleaning up past filings. The
government’s recent pressure on offshore account
holders is full of good lessons.
Many of those who came forward and fixed their
offshore account filings sooner faced lower penalties and no criminal charges.28 On the other hand,
many of those who waited to come forward faced
higher penalties, and, in some cases, even criminal
investigations.29 Many taxpayers who figured that
the whole mess would blow over ended up spending much more money later, because of the substantial increase to the miscellaneous offshore penalty.30
What’s a Coinbase User to Do?
Digital currency users should heed these lessons.
It simply is not worth the risk of waiting to see if the
IRS will find you. Whether one needs to fix filings
or pay additional tax, it’s always best to consider
options sooner. Here are some topics digital currency users may want to discuss with an accountant
or tax lawyer.
• Should they amend past income tax returns?
Payments received in bitcoin or other digital
currencies may be considered income, and
failure to fully report the income on tax returns
can lead to civil and even criminal penalties.31
This is a delicate matter, though, because filing
amended returns can also trigger immediate
IRS scrutiny. So how to do this requires careful
consideration and planning.
• Must they file information reporting returns?
For digital currencies held in accounts offshore,
Forms 8938 or foreign bank account reports
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Coinbase to the Rescue? Maybe Not
Coinbase has said it is committed to customer
privacy and will oppose the government’s efforts to
obtain its customer account information.19 It said it
looks forward to ‘‘opposing the DOJ’s request in
court after Coinbase is served with a subpoena.’’20
That could mean an appeal of the district court’s
order, and more delay.
But Coinbase may want to tread lightly. Before it
set its sights on digital currency transactions, the
IRS plowed through Swiss bank records for evidence of U.S. taxpayers concealing taxable income.
Ultimately, the IRS and the Justice Department
targeted the banks themselves. UBS, one of the
prime offenders in the offshore banking scandal,
agreed to pay a fine of $780 million in its deferred
prosecution agreement with the Justice Department.21 Credit Suisse paid even more.22 Some banks
were driven out of business.23
Coinbase may be looking at this history and
wondering if it is going to end up in the IRS’s
crosshairs like the Swiss banks did. It’s not yet clear
what, if anything, Coinbase may have done wrong.
But then again, it was difficult to envision grounds
for bringing criminal charges against the leading
Swiss banks before the IRS went down this path.24
The digital currency transactions Coinbase facilitates take place under an uncertain legal regime, to
say the least.25 Coinbase would be wise to worry
that if it pushes back too hard against the IRS
summons, it may become the target of government
enforcement efforts.
In considering whether to prosecute (or even
threaten to prosecute) Coinbase and other digital
currency trading platforms, one significant factor
the government may consider is likely to be the
degree of ‘‘cooperation’’ Coinbase and others have
offered with the government’s information requests.26 Therefore, opposing the IRS summons
may be a strike against Coinbase down the road.
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Capital Gains Issues
Even for taxpayers who have done their best to
report their digital currency gains and losses, there
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may be problems. Notably, the IRS treats bitcoin
and other digital currencies as property, not currency. That means some sales could give rise to
capital gain rather than ordinary income.
Thus, some digital currency users who have been
reporting their digital currency transactions might
not have been reporting them correctly. There could
be numerous spillover tax effects. For example, the
tax code limits the amount of capital losses that can
be carried forward annually to $3,000. Bitcoin prices
have swung wildly, so there may be taxpayers with
significant losses that cannot be used to offset
ordinary gains.
Big Dollars — Big Problems
Even if Coinbase is not a target of the government’s efforts now, it might become one. The Coinbase John Doe summons is probably the first shot in
a bigger war against unreported digital currency
transactions. Everyone involved in the nascent industry should prepare and study the example of the
IRS’s offshore account enforcement efforts for clues.
The example offers several lessons: don’t wait too
long and don’t assume the IRS will never find you.
The IRS probably will. In addition to those lessons,
the IRS’s offshore enforcement regime might actually prove to be a redeeming feature for some U.S.
taxpayers. Consider a U.S. taxpayer who held bitcoin on a computer or a server located outside the
United States but did not file FBARs or report any
income from sales of the currency. In an odd twist
the taxpayer’s advisers might want to consider the
OVDP as a way to clear up those past filing issues.
The OVDP might even offer some advantages over
other disclosure routes.
Swiss Banks and their U.S. customers thought
that the U.S. government would never be able to
pierce their banking secrecy laws. They were
wrong. Bitcoin and other digital currency users who
trust in the anonymity of virtual currencies are
likely in for a similar shock.
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may be required.32 The ‘‘location’’ of a virtual
bitcoin account may be hard to identify, but if
a taxpayer has had more than $10,000 worth of
bitcoin or other digital currencies stored on a
computer or server located outside the United
States, they may be responsible for filing these
information reports.33
Businesses dealing in digital currencies may have
the same concerns as individual users. But they
may face these additional questions.
• Have they filed all the necessary Forms 1099?
Three years ago, the IRS issued a notice saying
that bitcoin is property, not currency. The IRS
said that Forms 1099 must be filed for payments to independent contractors in digital
currencies.34
• Have they filed all the necessary Forms W-2?
The same IRS notice said that wages paid to
employees in digital currencies must be reported on a Form W-2 and are subject to
income tax withholding and payroll taxes.35
Failure to pay payroll taxes can lead to civil
penalties on the individual officers of the business, and even criminal charges.36
There may still be some time before the IRS
begins wholesale digital currency audits. But for
those who are at risk, now is a great time to prepare.
Either a tax attorney or an accountant may be able
to help, though if there is a risk of criminal exposure, it may be prudent to consider how to get
attorney-client privilege with your accountant.37

